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The Fight
For Our Future

Commissioner Ken Welch

BY COMMISSIONER
KEN WELCH
SPECIAL TO THE
WEEKLY CHALLENGER
S T. PETERSBUR G Across our nation, public
policy is being influenced by
an extremist agenda which
seeks to severely impact
essential government services
from education to transportation to public health, and many
other critical programs.
We have witnessed this
agenda on display in
Washington D.C., where
opponents of the President are
more interested in defeating him
in 2012, than working with
him to address our nation’s
economic, infrastructure and
foreign policy challenges.
We have witnessed this
agenda in our State government, as the current Governor
implemented drug testing for
welfare recipients (less than 3
percent have tested positive),
turned away billions of dollars
in Federal funding for high
speed rail - and the thousands
of jobs that the project would
have generated, and launched

mean-spirited attacks on public
employees and unions.
This extreme agenda is
also at work in Pinellas
County. In the most publicized
example, the County
Commission voted last week to
stop adding fluoride to the
County’s drinking water. Local
Tea Party members were vocal
in their opposition to fluoridation, linking it to communism,
Hitler, and of course, so called
‘Obamacare.’ Speaking in
support of fluoridation were
more than a dozen doctors,
pediatricians and health professionals. The dismantling of
the county’s fluoridation
program will impact the dental
health of our community, especially those who cannot afford
regular dental care or the added
expense of fluoride treatments.
St. Petersburg residents will
continue to receive fluoridated water, but the other
700,000 Pinellas citizens will
lose this important dental
health protection.

FUTURE

continued on pg. 4

Ceremonial Dedication Participants from left to right: Herman “Skip” Mason, Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar,
Aretha Franklin, and President Barack Obama.

WASHINGTON, D.C. –
The Martin Luther King, Jr.
Memorial will be dedicated this
Sunday, Oct. 16, in a ceremony
hosted by the Washington, DC
Martin Luther King, Jr. National
Memorial Project Foundation in
We s t P o t o m a c P a r k i n
Washington, D.C. The dedication activities will begin with an
8 a.m. hour-long “Morning Joy”
program, emceed by Roland
Martin. The Dedication
p ro g ram , em ceed b y P B S
NewsHour’s Gwen Ifill, will
begin at 9 a.m. and pay tribute
to Dr. King with the words of
noted speakers including civil
rights leaders and King family
members, as well as musicians
and poets. President Barack
Obama will deliver the dedication address.
Civil rights leaders Julian
Bond, Reverend Joseph
Lowery, Congressman John
Lewis, Marian Wright Edelman,
Ambassador Andrew Young,
Reverend Jesse Jackson, Lee A.

Saunders, and Reverend Al
Sharpton are scheduled to speak
as are members of the King
Family and Dan Rather, who
co v e r e d t h e c i v i l r i g h t s
movement early in his career.
Musical and spoken tributes
will be delivered by poet Nikki
Giovanni, Mary Mary, Miri
Ben-Ari and PoemCees, Sweet
Honey in the Rock, and Jennifer
Holliday. The Dedication Choir
is a specially selected group of
75 vocalists from across the
Washington metropolitan area
and directed by Reverend Nolan
Williams, Jr.
At 11 a.m., a ceremonial
dedication will take place in the
forecourt of the Memorial, and
this portion of the program will
be broadcast on jumbotrons in
West Potomac Park. Herman
“Skip” Mason, general
president of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc., Secretary of the
Interior Ken Salazar, Aretha
Franklin, Harry Johnson,
president and CEO of the

Martin Luther King, Jr. National
Memorial Foundation, and
President Barack Obama will
participate. Special guests
include Vice President Joe
Biden, United States Trade
Representative Ambassador
Ron Kirk, Secretary of
Education Arne Duncan,
Secretary of Health and Human
Services Kathleen Sebelius, and
more.
“Sunday’s Dedication will
be a wonderful way to celebrate
the life, the dream, and the
legacy of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. as well as democracy,
hope, justice, and love – ecumenical tenants for which Dr.
King so bravely stood, and upon
which the Martin Luther King,
Jr. Memorial was built,” said
Harry E. Johnson, Sr., president
and CEO of the Washington,
DC Martin Luther King, Jr.
National Memorial Project
Foundation, Inc. “Although our
plans have been scaled back, I
am confident Sunday’s event

will be momentous for all who
join us in West Potomac Park
and those who tune in from
across the country and around
the world to witness this longawaited moment in our nation’s
history.”
The West Potomac Park
ceremony is free and open to the
public. No tickets are required,
and the public is encouraged to
bring their own picnic blankets
and chairs. Gates will open at 6
a.m. and the public may access
West Potomac Park via four
gates on Independence Avenue,
SW. The National Park Service
officially welcomed the Martin
Luther King, Jr. Memorial as
America’s 395th national park
on August 28, 2011, the originally scheduled Dedication date
and the 48th anniversary of the
March on Washington and Dr.
K i n g ’s h i s t o r i c “ I H a v e a
Dream” speech.

DEDICATION
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BY BILL QUIGLEY
SPECIAL COMMENTARY
PORT AU PRINCE, HAITI
- (Tri ceE d n ey Wi re. co m ) Broken and collapsed buildings
remain in every neighborhood.
Men pull oxcarts by hand
through the street. Women carry
five gallon plastic jugs of water
on their heads, dipped from
manhole covers in the street.
Hundreds of thousands remain
in grey sheet and tarp covered
shelters in big public parks, in
between houses and in any small
pocket of land.
Most of the people are
unemployed or selling mangoes
or food on the side of every main
street. This was Port au Prince
during my visit with a human
rights delegation of School of
Americas Watch – more than a

year and a half after the earthquake that killed hundreds of
thousands and made two million
homeless.
What I did not see were bulldozers scooping up the
mountains of concrete
remaining from last January’s
earthquake. No cranes lifting
metal beams up to create new
buildings. No public works
projects. No housing developments. No public food or public
water distribution centers.
Everywhere I went, the
people of Haiti asked, “Where is
the money the world promised
Haitians?”
The world has moved on.
Witness the rows of padlocked
public port-o-lets standing on
the sidewalk outside Camp St.
Anne. The displacement camp
covers a public park next to the

Squalid conditions shown here in Haiti’s Camp St. Louis
Gonzague are just a small example of the suffering that
continues despite millions
of dollars in relief money
that’s been donated.

HAITI

continued on pg. 9
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BY JULIANNE
MALVEAUX
( Tr i c e E d n e y
Wire.com) - The
first Friday of the
month is a day when economists
like me are riveted to the news. We
want to know what’s up with the
unemployment rate, and with the
changes that have taken place in the
last month. Last week, our nation
learned that we treaded water. The
unemployment rate remained at a
high of 9.1 percent, 8 percent for
white folks, and 16 percent for
black folks. Some pundits were
jazzed at the rates, thinking that
they meant we are doing okay.
What’s okay? The real unemployment rate for African-Americans is
close to thirty percent.
This means that a third of the
black world is not working. This
means that there are too many
black folks who are tripping. This
means that too many are managing
pain. And with the Congress

OPINION

Email:
generalmanager@theweeklychallenger.com

One In Three

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best

ignoring the reality, failing to offer
the relief from the jobs bill, this
means that nobody cares.
I hear from people all the time.
Their stories are heart rendering.
They talk bout the lives they once
had, the lives they now have. Once
upon a time, they had homes,
mortgages, and opportunities. Now
they have lost jobs, homes, and
their opportunities have faded.
They are the folks that stand in the
middle of the statistics. We know
the numbers, but we don’t know
their pain.
The pain is more acute for
African-Americans than it is for
others. President Obama has not
fully addressed that, although his
s pirite d a n g er at t h e recen t
Congressional Black Caucus
dinner was a great step in the right
direction. Still, I have to think that
if there were a crisis in Appalachia
or in New Mexico, there would be a
more invigorated response. Instead,
black folks are unemployed and
nobody really cares.

Go to church and count it out.
If there are three people huddled
over water, one of them is unemployed. If there are three people
passing out programs, one of them
is unemployed. If there are three
people, or four, or five, or six, this
pox called unemployment has
visited them. Who is he, who is
she? Mother, father, brother. Sister,
somebody who brought a quarter to
the table, and the quarter isn’t there,
not anymore.
In order to just stay even, our
nation needs to generate 275,000
jobs each month. Last month, a
month where some celebrated our
“progress,” we generated just
103,000 jobs. We aren’t moving
ahead, we are falling behind. Our
reality is that the jobs market is
broken and nobody wants to fix it.
Instead, we see a nation at
political gridlock. The congressional republicans don’t want to pass
the President’s jobs bill, and they
have offered few alternatives. So
we sit and wait to see if anyone will

www.theweeklychallenger.com
Readership: 100,000 monthly

lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords to
every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human

break the gridlock that keeps our
legislators from moving forward.
This is drama, it is trauma, it is
bless you, mama, cause it is
overtime for there to be some
forward movement.
Perhaps this is not an issue for
th o s e w h o s e c o n s t i t u e n c y i s
enjoying a 9.1 percent unemployment rate. But there are too many
who are experiencing much more
than that. Throw a stone into the
black community. See who it hits.
It is one in three, one in three, one
in three. What that means is that the
pox called unemployment affects
everyone. When the reality of
worklessness hits so many, the fact
is that it affects us all.
The numbers come out every
first Friday. The reality visits our
community each and every day.
One in three adult African
Americans cannot find work. This
is a depression level unemployment rate. People are hurting, but
nobody really cares. One in three.
One in three. One in three.

( Tr i c e E d n e y
Wire.com) - People
are turning. The
misery is too widespread. The privileged are too brazen. The injustice
too apparent.
On Wall Street, young students
have created a free democratic
space in a place they call Liberty
Square. They protest that Wall
Street has been rescued, but there is
no help for most Americans. In a
moving statement, they presented
their view:
“We are the 99 percent. We are
getting kicked out of our homes.
We are forced to choose between
groceries and rent. We are denied
quality medical care. We are
suffering from environmental
pollution. We are working long
hours for little pay and no rights, if
we are working at all. We are
getting nothing while the other
1 percent is getting everything. We
are the 99 percent.”
Their demonstrators were

scorned in the beginning. They had
no clear demands. They were
organized with no formal structure.
They were squatting out in the rain,
not allowed tents or bedding.
But they understood the value
of nonviolence. In the face of
pepper spray and police provocation, they stayed disciplined. As
they were being dragged away to
be arrested, they said to the police,
“We are the 99 percent. We are
fighting for your pensions. You
should stand with us.”
They made no demands but
their analysis was dead on. The
wealthiest few are capturing all the
rewards of growth in this society,
while the large majority falls
behind. Wall Street got bailed out,
rescued without being reorganized,
while homeowners were left to
fend for themselves.
Inequality has reached levels
not seen since before the Great
Depression. With this kind of
inequality — with the top 1 percent
having as much income as the
bottom 60 percent, the economy
doesn’t work well. The rich turn to

speculation. The middle class
sinks. And the country suffers.
Now conservatives are talking
about sending the bill for Wall
Street’s excesses to the most vulnerable — cutting Medicare and
Social Security, slashing spending
on public education.
Many of the kids in Occupy
Wall Street are graduating from
college with thousands in college
debt and no jobs are to be found.
They are the 99 percent.
The discipline of their demonstrations, the clarity of their moral
voice, has touched a chord. Now
groups are organizing to occupy
financial districts in some 57 cities.
Demonstrators have been arrested
in Boston and San Francisco. The
New Bottom Line is leading sit-ins
at big banks in cities across the
country. And this Wednesday, labor
unions and civil rights and
community action groups will join
in New York in a march to support
Occupy Wall Street.
A movement for change is
building across the country. In July
and August, without much press
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Occupy Wall Street Group
Speaks Up For America
BY REV. JESSE
JACKSON SR.

and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the

LOCAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES
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attention, citizens flooded congressional town hall meetings to
demand jobs. Congressional
caucuses created jobs tours. And
they made a difference. The
president chose to put out the
American Jobs Act and demand
that Congress act. People are
turning.
Occupy Wall Street is in that
tradition of nonviolence with a
m o r a l v o i c e o rg a n i z i n g t o
challenge entrenched power and
privilege, a movement that stands
with the majority against a
powerful elite. To date, this has
been a remarkable commitment to
nonviolent protest, with creative
and new techniques.
It was reported that the Wall
Street traders drank champagne in
their offices as they looked down
on the drenched and straggly
demonstrators in Liberty Square.
They should hold their scorn. This
is how change takes place. The
courageous stand up — and more
and more people come to their side.
The movement for jobs and justice
has started up again.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
St. Petersburg Resolution
Changes Purchasing Practices
Community Spotlight
STPETERSBURG - The
City of St. Petersburg has passed
a resolution changing its purchasing practices on electronics to
favor products that are free of
conflict minerals that are fueling
the world’s deadliest war in the
Congo.
City Councilman Steve
Kornell introduced the resolution
that calls for the city to “favor
verifiably conflict-free products”
in its purchasing decisions. The
action is part of a growing
movement by governments and
institutions to steer away from
products that use conflict
minerals, including tin, tungsten,
tantalum and gold, from mines in
eastern Congo that are controlled
by armed groups that perpetrate
mass atrocities. Such minerals
are commonly found in
computers, cell phones, and other
electronics.
“Enacting this policy to
make St. Petersburg conflict free
was clearly the right thing to do,”
Kornell said.“It was also surprisingly simple. Our purchasing
director reported to city council
that this policy would have
almost no financial impact on St.
Petersburg, and require almost no
additional staff time. I encourage
other municipalities to enact a

conflict free purchasing policy.”
The Enough Project, an antigenocide group in Washington,
commended the city’s leadership.
“The City of St. Petersburg
has clearly stated that it does not
want to help fund the war in
Congo, a war that has contributed
to over 5 million deaths and
hundreds of thousands of rapes,”
said Enough Project Co-founder
John Prendergast. “St. Petersburg
is leading the call to go conflictfree, and other cities across the
nation should follow this
example.”
Eckerd College and St
Petersburg’s Florida Holocaust
Museum have been champions
on this issue, and Kornell and
Prendergast first met when the
latter was in St. Petersburg as a
Scholar-in-Residence at Eckerd
College last year.
“Images and stories of the
Congolese people, including
those by the Enough Project’s
John Prendergast, impressed
Eckerd College students to
watch, listen, motivate and
persist,” said Alizza PunzalanRandle, Eckerd’s Director of
Community and Media
Relations. “When combined with
the work of Councilman Kornell
and the Enough Project, this

after-effect of our yearlong focus
on Africa is evidence that information can turn into action.”
Eckerd College senior
Samantha Fenwick said, “The
rape of 48 women an hour, the
violence and depravity that individuals in Congo are forced to
suffer through is unnecessarily
perpetuated by our desire for
gadgets, and that is not acceptable. Only by increasing
awareness can we begin to
change the situation, because
once people know, it is their
responsibility to act in a manner
that is in line with their ethics.”
St. Petersburg City Council’s
resolution follows last year’s
federal legislation regulating
companies that use conflict
minerals in their products. A
provision in the Dodd-Frank
financial reform act requires
companies to disclose whether
they use minerals from Congo
and state the measures they are
taking to ensure the minerals are
not fueling conflict. Pittsburgh
became the first city in the nation
to go conflict free in April
The resolution also calls on
the Obama administration to help
establish an international certification system for conflict
minerals.

Stepping Out
To Fight Breast Cancer
PINELLAS PARK- Marilys
Cox, of St. Petersburg, never
imagined she would battle her
cancer in pink. “But now, I’m
wearing a pink bra with fringe,” the
57-year-old says. She is one of the
estimated 230,480 women who
were or will be diagnosed with
breast cancer in 2011, according to
the National Cancer Society. “And
I will be wearing pink with pride,”
at the annual Making Strides
Against Breast Cancer walk on
Oct. 22, as a survivor.
“How I got here is kind of an
interesting story,” she says about
her diagnosis. Marilys had a selfpay mammogram that caught the
cancer earlier this year. That caused
her insurance rate to become too
expensive and her cancer went
untreated. After six months, she
was able to be enrolled in the PreExisting Condition Insurance Plan
(PCIP) under the new federal heath
care reform. The problem was only
a few doctors actually accepted the
insurance.
Marilys was eventually
referred to WellSpring Oncology,
and she says it was the best

decision in her cancer care. “The
doctors were so fabulous. I felt like
I could talk to them about
anything,” she says. “I knew I was
one of the lucky ones. I wasn’t
going through anything compared
to the people in the waiting room,
but I knew we were all in good
hands.”
Marilys’13-year-old niece
often accompanied her during her
seven week radiation treatment.
She fell in love with a science
magazine in the waiting room. One
of the staff members overheard the
niece say the subscription was too
expensive to ask her parents to pay
for it. The WellSpring Giving Tree
was able to purchase a subscription
of the magazine for her to enjoy.
The Giving Tree is a non-tax
deductible fund put in place to help
cancer patients and their families in
need. “It was quite an experience
for them to notice that,” Marilys
explains. “It showed their personal
connection to each patient.”
Now that her treatments are
over, Marilys is looking forward to
pursuing her two passions:
spending time in the outdoor oasis

she built at her Florida home and
helping others who’ve battled
cancer.Her team for Making
Strides has raised hundreds of
dollars this year, thanks in part to
the generosity of strangers. “I had
my pink bra in the waiting room of
my primary care physician, and
people just started handing me
money. I had an 80-year-old
woman give me five dollars and
apologize for only having that
much,” she says.
Marilys says, cancer may not
be the worst thing that’s ever
happened. “It’s amazing some of
the opportunities having cancer can
open up in your life, and the
generous people you meet along
the way.”
WellSpring Oncology is
located at 6600 Sixty Sixth Street
North in Pinellas Park. For more
information, contact WellSpring
Oncology at 727-343-0600 or
visit them online at
www.WellSpringOncology.org.
To learn more about Making
Strides Against Breast Cancer, visit
www.WellSpringOncology.org/M
aking-Strides.html.

By Emma Cavin • Special to the Challenger

Willie Mae Lomax Williams
Supervisor,Women’s Mission Leader,Mother,Grandmother
The very first thing that you will notice
when you meet Willie Mae Lomax-Williams
is the beautiful hat she is wearing. Day or
night, rain or shine, hot or cold, her head is
adorned with some millinery masterpiece. “I
really do not remember when I began wearing
the hats,” stated Mrs. Williams, “but I have
worn them for as long as I can remember.
They have definitely been a part of my church
attire since I was a teenager. When I was a girl,
we wore both hats and gloves to every church
service and every other dress-up affair. It is a
very old habit and a very real part of me. I am
not dressed without my hat.”
Williams was born in Sanford, FLand
graduated from Crooms Academy. After graduation, she came to St. Petersburg to visit her
friend, Louise Jones Clark. Ashort time later,
she married her childhood sweetheart, Eugene
Lomax and the couple moved to St.
Petersburg to set up housekeeping. In 1947,
they became members of St. Mark Missionary
Baptist Church, but military duty called, and
they moved to New York City where Lomax
was stationed. They lived there for nearly
three years. Their son, Bernard, was born
during that time.
Years after her marriage to Lomax ended,
Williams married Master Sergeant Thomas
Williams. The new family, which also
included a new baby girl, moved to Tacoma,
Washington for four years. Later, they moved
to Stuttgart, Germany for the sergeant’s
European tour of duty. While there, they vacationed in France, Spain, and Brussels,
Belgium. In Belgium, they were able to visit
the World’s Fair, just as they had visited the
World’s Fair in Tacoma, Washington, years
earlier. “Some of the most fascinating things
to see in Europe were the monasteries and
cathedrals with all of the beautiful stained
glass windows. Our funds were somewhat
limited, but we made the most of the time and
money available to us,” Williams said. When
M. Sgt Williams went to Viet Nam, the family
moved back to St. Petersburg. Williams also
returned to her work at church in the choir and
the Junior Women’s Department.
As a young lady, Williams enjoyed
modeling for photographers and entering
beauty contests. She especially remembers a
contest sponsored by the Buddy Johnson
Band. It was called the ‘Fine Brown Frame’
contest. Williams won first place and moved
on to the next contest. The next contest she

entered and won was sponsored by the
Ambassador’s Club.
There are two things that Williams said
she has always done. “I have always gone to
church and I have always gone to work. For 28
years, I worked at the Bay Pines Veterans
Hospital as a supervisor in the Environmental
Services Department. Prior to working at Bay
Pines, I worked as a team leader in the laundry
department at the VAhospital in Tacoma,
Washington.”
“Since my retirement from my job over 22
years ago, all of my work has been in the
church or with church related programs and
activities. My voice is almost as strong as it
was in my youth, but I have to rest my body a
lot more these days. I spend quite a bit of time
in my recliner, either reading my Bible or
watching television,” related Williams.
When asked if she had any words of
advice for the women of today, Williams
suggested that we all go to the Bible to find
nuggets of advice. “For longevity,” she
advised, “Stay in the church, read your Bible,
and work. Read and study Proverbs every day.
Then, if we ‘do unto others as we would have
them do unto us,’ we can expect some good
things to happen in our lives.” She is proud of
her work with the Senior Women’s
Department, Sunday School, the church’s
anniversary committee, the Bereavement
Committee, and the Steering Committee at St.
Mark Missionary Baptist Church as well as
the 64 years she has attended and served.
Willie Mae Lomax Williams is the mother
of one son (now deceased) and one daughter.
Among her grandchildren are three grandsons
and one granddaughter.

WE WELCOME YOUR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
PRESIDENT & CEO WANTED
The Pinellas County Urban League Board of Directors is
recruiting for a senior manager to serve as the President and
CEO. Salary $90k, negotiable depending upon skills and
experience.
A minimum of 10 years experience managing staff and
operations, short and long range planning, strategic
planning, fiscal management, program development and
performance, and fund raising.
Bachelor's degree required. Advanced degree and Urban
League executive experience preferred. For consideration
please submit an up-to-date resume to: Gail Simpson
(PEF 163), P.O. Box 14042, St. Petersburg, FL 33733 or email
to Charles.daye@ceridian.com, by October 31, 2011.
PINELLAS COUNTY URBAN LEAGUE
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Castor Urges Passage
Of Jobs Act to Help Students,
Small Businesses
TAMPA – U.S. Rep. Kathy
Castor called for immediate
action on jobs legislation today
so that schools in our
community can get the
improvements they need, and
small business contractors and
construction workers have
more job opportunities in our
region. Castor made her
remarks today at Chiaramonte
Elementary School in south
Tampa. Chiaramonte is undergoing a $9 million renovation
this year.
“We have many schools in
need of renovations throughou t o ur neighborhoods,”
Castor said. "Students would
benefit from updated classrooms, science labs and
modern technology they need
to succeed academically. Our
students deserve to be in classrooms that are up to date and
modern. Small businesses like
Horus Construction could
create jobs and hire more
workers. I urge the GOP leadership in the U.S. House to
schedule the American Jobs

FUTURE

continued from front page
In another example last
week, I brought forward a
proposal to provide emergency
funding for the STARS-STRIVE
program. STARS-STRIVE is a
job training, placement and
retention program which has had
great success in working with

Act for debate. ”
The American Jobs Act
proposes to invest $25 billion
in school infrastructure that
will upgrade about 35,000
public schools nationwide.
Florida is estimated to receive
about $1.3 billion to support
about 17,000 jobs.
Hillsborough County would
receive approximately $123
million. There are 16 schools
on Hillsborough County’s
“unfunded renovations” list,
including Roosevelt
Elementary, Wilson Middle,
Progress Village Middle and
Forest Hills Elementary. If all
the schools on the list
underwent the renovations
they needed, the cost would be
about $120 million.
The Chiaramonte renovations are being done by Horus
Construction, a small business
based in Tampa. The work
includes classroom remodeling, heating and air conditioning upgrades, plumbing and
electrical work.
Castor was joined Tuesday
individuals who need job skills
and training – including many
ex-offenders. Local Tea Party
members
attended
the
Commission meeting, and spoke
in opposition to this emergency
funding. The Commission eventually approved $30,000 in
emergency funding on a 6-1
vote. Interestingly enough,
during the prior meeting the

by
Hillsborough
County
school board member April
Griffin.
“The children need to be in
a classroom where they have
the room to spread out, sit and
learn,” Griffin said. “Public
education cannot take any
more cuts.”
Jonathan Graham of Horus
Construction talked about the
importance of investing in
schools in order to help
students and create jobs.
“When you have a very
nice school for children to go
to they are educated better,”
Graham said. “When you put
money into schools it helps the
whole community.”
“Students throughout the
Tampa Bay area deserve the
types of improvements that we
are seeing at Chiaramonte,”
Castor said. “Let’s pass the
American Jobs Act, upgrade
our classrooms and put our
construction workers,
plumbers and electricians back
to work.”

Commission approved a much
larger $275,000 grant for an out
of state company to move to
Pinellas, with no guarantee that
the promised jobs would be
created. Although the same Tea
Party activists were present for
that discussion, they stated no
opposition to the grant. It
appears that in the eyes of these
Tea Party members, this type of

Apply For The
2012 Walker’s Rising Stars
Scholarship Competition
LARGO – Artistic juniors
and seniors enrolled in a Pinellas
County public school are encouraged to apply for the 2012
Wa l k e r ’s R i s i n g S t a r s
Scholarship Competition.
The application deadline is:
- November 11, 2011 for
Performing Arts (includes instrumental music, vocal music,
dance and drama)
- January 6, 2012 for Visual
Arts and
- February 6, 2012 for Video
Arts
Students may apply and
compete in several categories,
but may only be a finalist in one
category. Students who won first
place as a junior in the competition may not participate as a
senior. Please visit http://pinellaseducation.org/index.cfm/do/St
udents.RisingStar to apply and
learn more about the criteria and
eligibility requirements.
After auditions, four finalists
will be chosen in each category to
compete for more than $65,000
in scholarships in the 9th annual

Wa l k e r ’s R i s i n g S t a r s
Scholarship Competition, to be
held at Ruth Eckerd Hall on
Thursday, May 24, 2012, at
7 p.m. Previous winners have
gone on to have successful
careers in the arts from
Broadway to touring with
platinum record selling artists.
More information on the
entire program is available at
www.pinellaseducation.org or by
calling the Foundation at 727588-4816.
About Walker’s Rising Stars
Created by famed neurosurgeon Dr. Jeffrey Walker, in conjunction with the Pinellas
Education Foundation and
Pinellas County Schools, this celebrated artistic event, now in its
9th year, awards scholarships to
Pinellas County juniors and
seniors in the categories of
Instrumental
Music,
Vocal
Music, Dance, Visual Arts,
Drama and Video Arts.
About The Pinellas
Education Foundation
The Pinellas Education

Foundation is an independent,
non-governmental not-for-profit
established in 1986.
The
Foundation’s mission is to
enhance and improve educational
opportunities in Pinellas County
Schools. Well known Pinellas
Education Foundation programs
include: Enterprise Village,
Finance Park, Doorways
S c h o l a r s h i p s a n d Te a c h e r
Classroom Grants.
About Pinellas County
Schools
Pinellas County Schools is
the seventh largest school district
in Florida and 24th largest in the
nation, serving more than
101,000 K-12 students at 137
schools. With almost 17,000
employees, the school district is
the largest employer in the
county. The vision of Pinellas
County Schools is 100% Student
Success. We encourage parents,
business leaders and community
members to partner with us in our
mission to educate and prepare
each student for college, career
and life.

corporate welfare is okay, but a
program to move citizens from
welfare to work, and help exoffenders
find
legitimate
employment, is not a worthy
investment. I strongly disagree.
In recent months the local
Tea Party has opposed County
p r o g r a m s f o r A ff o r d a b l e
Housing, Community
Development, Health & Human

Services, and has even described
PSTA bus services as “welfare”.
Again, I strongly disagree. Our
entire community benefits from
investing in public transportation, providing safety-net healthcare and social services, and
insuring that an inventory of
long term affordable housing
exists for our residents.
As your District 7

Commissioner, I want to keep
you aware of these issues. Policy
decisions at the local level have a
great impact on our community
today, and shape the type of
community that we will be in the
future. I remain committed to
fighting for fairness and the fundamental principle that our government is of, by, and for All of
the people.

*** PUBLIC NOTICE ***
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Clean Air Act Permit to Construct DPA-EPA-R4001 for Port Dolphin Energy LLC
Public Comments must be received by November 14, 2011
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is seeking public comment on a draft Clean Air Act (CAA) Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) air permit for
Port Dolphin Energy Limited Liability Company (Port Dolphin), 400 North Tampa Street Suite 1015, Tampa, Florida 33602. The draft permit will regulate air pollutant emissions from the
operation of a liquefied natural gas (LNG) deepwater port located in federal waters of the Gulf of Mexico, approximately 28 miles off the west coast of Florida, and 42 miles southwest of the
pipeline landing at Port Manatee, Florida. The port will be used to import LNG, which will be sent as natural gas to shore through pipelines, for use in the State of Florida.
The EPA is responsible for implementing and enforcing Clean Air Act (CAA) requirements, including PSD permitting requirements for deepwater ports in federal waters that are
outside state seaward boundaries. Pursuant to the CAA and the applicable air quality regulations for the State of Florida, a new source is required to obtain an air quality permit before
beginning construction. The EPA has completed review of Port Dolphin’s air permit application and supplemental material and has prepared a draft permit, as well as a preliminary determination document that explains the derivation of the permit conditions. The EPA is soliciting comments on our proposal to issue air Permit to Construct DPA-EPA-R4001 to Port Dolphin
for their deepwater port, subject to the terms and conditions described in the permit. The draft permit, preliminary determination and administrative record are available on the EPA Region
4’s website at: http://www.epa.gov/region4/air/permits/LNGPermits/LNGpermits.html. To request a copy of these documents or to be added to our Port Dolphin permit mailing list, please
contact: Ms. Rosa Yarbrough, Permit Support Specialist at: 404-562-9643, or R4LNGpermits@epa.gov. For questions on the draft permit, please contact Ms. Eva Land at 404-562-9103 or
land.eva@epa.gov.
Public Comments must be received by email or postmarked by November 14, 2011. Public Hearing requests must be received by the EPA by email or mail by
October 31, 2011. Send comments on the draft permit and requests for a public hearing to: Ms. Eva Land; EPA Region 4, APTMD; 61 Forsyth Street, Atlanta, GA 30303;
Fax: (404) 562-9066; Email: land.eva@epa.gov
Public Comments: Any interested person may submit written comments on the draft permit during the public comment period. If you believe any condition of the permit is
inappropriate, you must raise all reasonably ascertainable issues and submit all reasonably available arguments supporting your position by the end of the comment period. Any documents
supporting your comments must be included in full and may not be incorporated by reference unless they are already part of the record for this permit or consist of state or federal statutes
or regulations, the EPA documents of general applicability, or other generally available reference materials.
Comments should focus on the draft air quality permit, the permit terms, and the air quality aspects of the project. The objective of the PSD air quality program is to control
air pollution to attain and maintain ambient air quality standards and to prevent significant adverse environmental impact from air pollution by a new or modified PSD source. All timely
comments will be considered in making the final decision, included in the record, and responded to by the EPA. The EPA may group similar comments together in our response, and will
not respond to individuals directly.
All comments on the draft permit must be received by email or postmarked by November 14, 2011. An extension of the 30-day comment period may be granted if the request
for an extension adequately demonstrates why additional time is required to prepare comments. Comments must be sent or delivered in writing to the address above. All comments will be
included in the public docket without change and may be made available to the public, including any personal information provided, unless the comment includes Confidential Business
Information or other information whose disclosure is restricted by statute. Information that you consider Confidential Business Information or otherwise protected should be clearly
identified as such and should not be submitted through email. If you send email directly to the EPA, your email address will be captured automatically and included as part of the public
comment. Please note that an email or postal address must be provided with your comments if you wish to receive direct notification of the EPA’s final decision regarding the permit and
responses to comments submitted during the public comment period.
Public Hearing: The EPA has discretion to hold a Public Hearing if we determine there is a significant amount of public interest in the draft permit. Requests for a Public Hearing
must be received by the EPA by email or mail by October 31, 2011, and state the nature of the issues proposed to be raised in the hearing. You may submit oral or written comments on the
draft permit at the public hearing. If no request for a public hearing is received by October 31, 2011, or the EPA determines that there is not significant interest, the hearing will be cancelled.
An announcement of cancellation will be posted on the EPA’s website at: http://www.epa.gov/region4/air/permits/LNGPermits/LNGpermits.html, or you may call the EPA at the contact
number above to determine if the public hearing has been cancelled.
If there is significant public interest, a public hearing will be held on November 14, 2011, from 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm, at the Manatee County Central Library, 1301 Barcarrota Boulevard West,
Bradenton, Florida 34205; (941) 748-5555.
Permit Documents: The EPA’s draft permit, the EPA’s preliminary determination and statement of basis, Port Dolphin’s application and supporting documentation, and comments
received from the public, other government agencies, and the applicant during the public comment period become part of the administrative record for the permit. All data submitted by
the applicant is available as part of the administrative record. The administrative record is available to the public and is available at the following locations (please call in advance for
available viewing times): 1) Manatee County Central Library: 1301 Barcarrota Boulevard West, Bradenton, Florida 34205; (941) 748-5555; 2) The EPA Region 4 Office: 61 Forsyth Street,
SW, Atlanta, GA 30303; (404) 562-9103; 3) The administrative record is also available on the EPA’s website at: http://www.epa.gov/region4/air/permits/LNGPermits/LNGpermits.html.
Final Determination: A final decision to issue a permit, or to deny the application for the permit, shall be made after all comments have been considered. Notice of the final
decision shall be sent to each person who has submitted written comments or requested notice of the final permit decision, provided the EPA has adequate contact information.
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Champions For Children In Foster Care:
Every Child Needs A Home
Third In A Series

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
Courtesy of

NOTE: The Willa Open Flea Market in Clearwater
advertised in last week’s edition, has been cancelled for
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 14 - 15.

Rev. Dr. Wayne G. Thompson

Lorita Shirley

BY DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON
Children in foster care are there through no fault of their own. They
didn’t wake up one morning and ask to be uprooted from their homes,
their schools, their neighborhoods, their friends. They didn’t ask to be
robbed of a happy childhood – to have to worry if they were going to
be fed, cared for, or kept safe.
Today, in our community there are over 800 children living in
foster care. Over 50 percent of all children in foster care are African
American, yet less than 13 percent of our licensed foster parents – and
even fewer of our prospective adoptive parents – are of African
American descent.
Eckerd oversees the recruitment, licensing, relicensing and
retention of foster parents in Pinellas and Pasco counties. But, we need
the community’s help to recruit more homes for our children. More
foster homes are needed to ensure we can keep siblings together and
allow children to remain in their own communities, close to familiar
surroundings. And there definitely aren’t enough African American
foster and adoptive parents to care for foster children of similar descent.
How Do Children Enter Foster Care?
It starts with a call to the Florida Abuse Hotline 1-800-96-ABUSE.
The allegations made during the call are investigated by Child
Protective Investigators; in Pinellas County, this work is done by the
Pinellas County Sheriff’s Office. Depending on the safety risk to the
child, they may remain in their parent’s home or be removed. Relatives
or family friends (non-relative caregivers) are sought, but they also
must be able to provide safe care for the child. If none are found, the
child is placed into licensed foster care, usually with a licensed foster
parent
What Do Foster Parents Do and Who Can Become One?
Being a champion for a child in foster care means, as their foster
parent, you help bring stability to their life during a time of trauma and
help shape their future. Today’s foster families are skilled, valued
partners who parent, nurture and advocate for children in their care, and
who mentor and support the child’s birth parents. They leave lifelong
impressions on children in their care and are privileged to positively
impact the futures of children and families in our community.
Foster parents are business owners, soccer moms and retirees. By
day, they teach school, sell real estate and work construction. By night,
they read bedtime stories, help with homework and give hugs. They

Rev. Brian K. Brown

work as partners with birth parents, case managers, guardian ad litems,
schools and judges to nurture, love and advocate for children in their
care. Foster parents must be at least 21 years old, have adequate
sleeping space (a bed for each child placed in the home); demonstrate
stable housing and income; and be financially stable. They can be
married or single, own their home or rent, have both parents employed
outside the home, or be first-time parents, have their own children or be
empty-nesters.
What Are The Steps Needed To Become A Foster Parent?
GET STARTED by calling (866) 233-0790 to sign up for a FREE
orientation.
GET INFORMATION at an orientation that will explain what is
needed to become a foster parent and answer your questions. Once you
return a few forms, the next step is training.
GET TRAINED at no cost to you with classes called M.A.P.P.
(Model Approach to Partnership in Parenting). You’ll learn about
children in foster care, start to understand their grief and loss issues, and
much more. At the end, you will have completed 36 hours of training
and be M.A.P.P. certified.
GET LICENSED to ensure that you, your family and your home
are prepared and safe. This will include a home study and background
screening of all household members at no cost to you. If favorable,
your home will be licensed to accept children into your care.
What Can The Community Do?
The community is needed to continue to keep this issue in the
forefront, so that our community’s most vulnerable children aren’t
forgotten. More foster and adoptive homes are needed, particularly of
African American descent, to ensure our children are nurtured, safe and
loved. Churches, civic groups and citizens are needed to continuously raise awareness – and foster HOPE – for these children. They are
needed to serve as their voices, their eyes and their ears, leaving no
stone unturned until EVERY CHILD HAS A HOME.
If you’ve ever considered fostering or adopting, call Eckerd’s
recruitment line at (866) 233-0790. If you know someone who may be
interested, pass this information on to them or post it on your Facebook
page or tweet about it. If you’re a church and you want to help, call
Eckerd’s Nicole Butcher at (727) 456-0600, ext. 2218 and sign up to be
a Church Champion for foster kids.
Together, we can all be champions for children in foster care!

Thursday, Oct. 13 - Mayor's Night Out 2011. Speak oneon-one with the mayor and other public officials, and get
the services you need from City Hall. 7– 9 p.m. at Childs
Park Center, 4301 13th Ave. S.
Saturday, Oct.15 - Autumn Harvest, The Pinellas Pioneer
Settlement, 3130 31st St. S., 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Enjoy an
old fashioned Fall Celebration & Farmer's Market w/ hay
rides, bobbing for apples, sack races & other fun events.
Free admission. Visit www.stpete.org/boyd or call 727893-7326 for details
Saturday, Oct.15 - 22nd Annual Fire Prevention Block
Party, Fossil Park, 6975 MLK St. N. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Children will enjoy getting to know our fire trucks or
bouncing the day away in our inflatables. The whole family
will be captivated by our showcase of real Fire & Rescue
Demonstrations, Family Chili Cook-Off, a helicopter
landing courtesy of Bayflite, a Bicycle Rodeo, K-9 demo +
much, much more! Free food and drinks will be provided
throughout the day. Visit www.stpete.org/fire or call 727893-7218 for more information.

The following job is currently available:

• Mail Clerk #4704
For information regarding the above, please go to

http://employment.usf.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=57691
or visit the USFSP Human Resources Office at,
140 Seventh Avenue S., BAY 206, St. Petersburg, FL.
USFSP is an EO/Equal Access Institution. Welcoming...Diverse...Inclusive

HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE

Cancelled or Non-Renewed???

WE CAN HELP!!!

727-393-4617

Tampa Bay
Senior Expo
ST. PETERSBURG - The
Tampa Bay Senior Expo is
returning to the Coliseum in
downtown St. Pete. This is a
special event designed for
seniors who want to make the
most of their golden years!
For one day only at the
Coliseum- meet local professionals who offer expertise in
financial planning, health,
fitness, home improvement,
recreation and more. Seniors
don’t want to miss this special
expo.
The Tampa Bay Senior
Expo is a free day of educational seminars, as well as fun
and entertainment! There will
be live musicians, games and
door prizes. Stroll through
and browse exhibits from
over 60 local organizations
offering products, tips, advice
and free giveaways.
If you want to make your
life the best it can be… this is
a great way to get started!

There will be health screenings and insurance seminars,
with personal one on one
contact. Visit with residential
communities and local
hospitals so you can make
educated decisions. It’s your
chance to get giveaways,
special coupons and new
products from B ay area
companies who want your
business.
Get ready for fun in this
special day dedicated to
seniors. Take charge of your
golden years at the Tampa
Bay Senior Expo!
Tampa Bay Senior Expo
is Tuesday, Oct. 18, from
9 a.m. – 3 p.m., at The
Coliseum, 535 4th Ave. N.,
St. Petersburg, FL 33701.
Admission and parking is
free. For more information
contact Dave LaBell at 727893-8523 or visit www.tampabayseniorexpo.com

PLEASE SUPPORT
OUR ADVERTISERS

Larry Eugene Walker • Insurance
Great Automobile Rates • Over 20 Years of Experience

HELP WANTED

Experienced Advertising Sales Representative
Sell advertising space, including graphic art, in The Weekly
Challenger and The Weekly Challenger On-Line.
Recommend appropriate sizes and formats for
advertising. Deliver advertising or proofs to
customers for approval. Commission pay.

Email resume to

generalmanager@theweeklychallenger.com
or call 727-896-2922 for an interview.

YOU DON’T
HAVE TO
BE A HERO
TO BE A

HERO
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Fall Wildflower Festival
Blooms At Brooker Creek
ST. PETERSBURG - When
was the last time you fed a
butterfly?
Surrounded by 500 plants
and more than 250 butterflies,
visitors to the Fall Wildflower
Festival will be given the opportunity to hand feed butterflies
and learn about their life cycle.
The festival, set for Saturday,
Oct. 15 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
will be all aflutter with color at
B ro o ker Cr eek Preserve .
Presentations include:
Wildflowers of Pinellas
County: 9:30 a.m., 11:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m.
Landscaping with
Wildflowers: 10 a.m., noon
and 2 p.m.
Bees, Bugs and Butterflies t h e Am azing Wildflower
Pollinators: 10:30 a.m., 12:30

p.m. and 2:30 p.m.
Edible Plants - What You
Can Eat and What to Avoid:
11 a.m., 1 p.m. and 3 p.m.
Visitors can take part in a
wildflower scavenger hunt and
observe the inner workings of a
real honeybee hive. Naturalists
will be on the preserve trails to
answer questions. Wildflowers
will also be offered for sale.
For information call (727)
934-2680 or e-mail the Friends
of Brooker Creek at
fobcp@tampabay.rr.com.
Brooker Creek Preserve
protects more than 8,700 acres of
natural ecosystems and is located
at 3940 Keystone Road in
Tarpon Springs. Horse trails and
the Friends Trail are open daily
and holidays. Boardwalks and
trails next to the Environmental

Education Center are open
Thursday through Sunday from
7 a.m. to one hour before sunset.
The preserve is closed Monday
th ro u g h Wed n es d ay an d
holidays.
The Environmental
Education Center in the preserve
features interactive exhibits and
22 discovery-oriented experiences that are fun for the entire
family. The center welcomes
visitors Thursday, Friday and
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. It
is closed Sunday through
Wednesday and all Pinellas
County holidays.
To learn more about Brooker
Creek Preserve and its upcoming
programs and events, call (727)
453-6800. To register for
programs and events visit
www.brookercreekpreserve.org

St. Petersburg Business
Assistance Center’s Business
Training Schedule
ST. PETERSBURG - The
St.
Petersburg
Business
Assistance Center (BAC) offers
free business training and counseling sessions to assist
emerging and existing small
business with business development. We are located at 440 2nd
Avenue North.
For further
information, call (727) 8937146 or visit their website at
http://www.stpete.org/bac.
This Business Resource
Center, located within the
Business Assistance Center, has
computers
equipped
with
business software and Internet
access, interactive videos, and
an extensive business reference
library for business research and
planning. Business Plan Pro and
Marketing Plan Pro Software is
available at the Business
Assistance Center! Have you
been putting off the writing of
your Business or Marketing
Plan because the task just seems
too complicated? Bring your
flash drive to the BAC and start
your plan today! We are here to
assist. Visit the BAC’s Business
Resource Center and develop
your business plan on software
that offers:
Over 500 business plan and
numerous marketing plan
templates, with models to suit
your needs. Topics include, but
are certainly not limited to, retail
and online business, non-profits,

restaurants, day cares, personal
services and much, much more!
Also….receive a Business
Plan and Marketing Plan
Review by business counselors
at the BAC! Visit the Business
Assistance Center today or call
for an appointment with a
counselor, 727-893-7146.
The
Mayor’s Business
Support Line is one of Mayor
Bill Foster’s “Foster Forty” and
is intended to align your
business with the support and
capacity building services that
are provided by the City’s onestop Business Assistance Center.
Upon contacting the “Mayor’s
Business Support Line,” a team
of business professionals and
city staff will assess your
situation and develop a timely
solution to your problem. For
more information, call (727)
893-7000 or visit: businesssupportline@stpete.org
The schedule for the month
of October 2011 is as follows:
We are open Monday
through Friday, Oct. 3 – 31,
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Business
Counseling
sessions by:
SCORE - Tuesdays, Oct.
18, and 25; 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.;
and, Thursday, Oct. 27; 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m.
Florida Small Business
Development Center at USF Wednesdays, Oct. 19, and 26;

8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Marketing Your Small
Business
workshop
by
SCORE; Monday, Oct. 17, 6
p.m. to 8 p.m.
Basics of Bonding - Part 2
workshop presented by the
Small Business Administration
(SBA) and a bonding professional; Tuesday, Oct. 18, 6
p.m. to 8 p.m.
Business Start-up Basics
workshop
by
SCORE;
Thursday, Oct. 20, 6 p.m. to
8 p.m.
Employee vs. Independent
Contractor workshop conducted
by SCORE; Monday, Oct. 24, 6
p.m. to 7 p.m.
Legal Structures workshop
by SCORE; Tuesday, Oct. 25,
6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Disaster Preparedness for
Small
Business
Owners
workshop by St. Petersburg
Fire Rescue and the Small
Business
Administration
(SBA); Wednesday, Oct. 26, 2
p.m. to 4 p.m.
Social Media workshop by
SCORE; Wednesday, Oct. 26,
6 p.m. to 8 p.m. This workshop
has a $20 fee. Visit
www.scorepinellas.org
to
register.
Pricing Fundamentals –
Gross Profit, Margin &
Markup
workshop
by
SCORE; Thursday, Oct. 27,
6 p.m. to 8 p.m.

BLACK HISTORY

“Celebrating Our History Is An Everyday Thing”

Source: about.com

Edith S. Sampson
“The question is, quite
bluntly, 'Do Negroes have equal
rights in America?' My answer is
no, we do not have equal rights
in all parts of the United States.
But let's remember that 85 years
ago Negroes in America were
Edith Spurlock Sampson (13
slaves and were 100 per cent
October 1901 – 8 October 1979)
illiterate. And the record shows
was an American lawyer and
that the Negro has advanced
judge, and the first black U.S.
further in this period than any
delegate appointed to the United
similar group in the entire
Nations.
world. You here get considerable
In 1949, Sampson was part
misinformation about American
of the Round-the-World Town
Negroes and hear little or
Meeting, a program that sent
nothing that is constructive.”
twenty-six prominent
She also stated that "I would
Americans on a world tour,
rather be a Negro in America
meeting leaders of foreign
than a citizen in any other land."
countries and participating in
Supreme Court Justice William
public political debates and
O. Douglas said that her actions
radio broadcasts. In these
"created more good will and
meetings, Sampson sought to
understanding in India than any
counter Soviet propaganda
other single act by any
regarding civil rights struggles
American"
in the U.S. During one meeting
As a result of the Town
in India, she said:

New Start For Ex-Offenders
15th Annual Showcase of Services Aims to Help Former Felons
ST. PETERSBURG - The
Pinellas Ex-Offender Re-Entry
Coalition (PERC) is proud to
present the 15th Annual Coming
Home: Showcase of Services for
the Ex-Offender Friday, Oct. 14.
Designed to assist ex-offenders
in starting over and getting reacclimated to society, The
Coming Home Showcase will
take place from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at the Pinellas Technical
Education Center (PTEC), 901
34th St. S., St. Petersburg.
There is no charge for this
event and registration is not
required. Light refreshments will
be served.
This yearly job and services
fair features more than 40 social
service agencies, many of whom
provide direct “on the spot”
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Meeting tour and her other
public speaking, President
Truman appointed Sampson as
an alternate U.S. delegate to the
United Nations in August 1950,
making her the first AfricanAmerican to officially represent
the United States at the UN. She
was a member of the UN's
Social,
Humanitarian,
and
Cultural Committee, where she
lobbied for continued support of
work in social welfare. She also
presented a resolution pressuring the Soviet Union to repatriate the remainder of its Prisoners
of War from World War II.
She was reappointed to the UN
in 1952, and served
until 1953. During the
Eisenhower Administration, she
was a member of the U.S.
Commission for UNESCO. In
1961 and 1962, she became the
first black U.S. representative to
NATO.
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services or referrals. Other
agencies share information for
later use. Ex-offenders receive
help writing resumes, typed for
them as they wait. Agencies such
as Pinellas County School
System, WorkNet, the Pinellas
County Mobile Health Van,
D e p t . o f M o t o r Veh i c l e s ,
Restoration of Civil Rights, and
many others will be present.
Created in 1988, the Pinellas
Ex-Offender Re Entry Coalition
is comprised of representatives
from State and local law enforcement, Pinellas County non-profit
agencies, and local faith-based
initiatives. These agencies and
their staff are dedicated to facilitating the transition of men and
women who have recently been
released from jail or prison, to

successfully integrate back into
society while supporting them
and their families during this
transition process.
Last year over 500 exoffenders visited the Showcase
of Services utilizing opportunities offered in a sincere effort to
change their lives. PERC exists
to make a difference in the life of
the ex offender and their
families. We believe that by
working together, we can effect
positive change and empowerment.
For additional information
on the Pinellas Ex-Offender ReEntry Coalition, contact Patti
Harris Razor, 813-272-2642,
Heidi Sumner, 727-344-1611, or
Cheryl Kerr, 727-341-3736 or
visit www.exoffender.org

PRAISE 1590 AM WRXB

ALLGOSPEL, ALLTHETIME

Lock your dials to 1590 AM for Anointed Music 24/7…
For your listening pleasure,you can expect to hear a
wide selection of good Gospel music from quartets to
choirs,contemporary and inspirational.

LISTEN UP DAILY TO WRXB 1590 ANOINTED MUSIC

For Marketing and Promotions

Contact the Sales Department

at (727) 865-1591

6-4 1-8
2-7 5-6
3-5 8-3

Email: wrxb1590am@gmail.com
Request Line (727) 864-1600
Office (727) 865-WRXB (1591)

3551 42nd Avenue South, Suite B-106
St. petersburg, FL 33713
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FAMILY AND FINANCE
Let’$ Talk Money

by Roy James

Five Tips For Retirement Planning In A
Challenging Economy
“What do I do now?” This is the question
that is being asked by everyone from baby
boomers on the cusp of retirement to 20-somethings who have just started their retirement
savings. Today’s volatile market has left many
people uncertain of how to proceed.
Challenging economic times call for a
return to basic principles, like a commitment
to personal savings, seeking professional
advice to help investors assess their personal
situations, and employing a holistic approach
to retirement planning.
A thoughtful approach to preparing for
retirement is important for all individuals, no
matter how far off retirement might be. The
Four Pillars of U.S. Retirement, a report issued
by The Prudential Insurance Company of
America in 2008, provides a framework to
discuss how Americans can help prepare for
and live in retirement.
For most Americans, no single pillar will
be sufficient to meet retirement income needs.
Now more than ever, to save and plan effectively for a secure retirement, individuals
should consider how Social Security,
workplace-provided
programs,
personal
savings, and retirement choices will affect
their ability to live comfortably in the future.
Here are five back-to-basics tips to help
get your retirement plans back on track in this
challenging market:
1. Know the options and outcomes for
drawing your Social Security benefits. If you
are nearing retirement, be sure to understand
your options and how you can maximize your
Social Security benefits. Be clear about the tax
implications of early or delayed benefits.
2. Continue to leverage and maximize
your workplace-provided programs. If you
aren’t already, enroll in your workplacesponsored defined contribution plan —401(k),
403(b), etc. — if one is available. You should
contribute at least enough to get the full
benefit of a sponsor match. This is not the time
to “leave money on the table.”

3. Make the most of your personal assets.
Despite the uncertain economy, remain levelheaded. Follow the basic principle of investment diversification, which continues to be an
important element of any financial plan. Work
with a financial professional to appropriately
allocate assets based on age, investment objectives, risk tolerance and years to retirement.
4. Assess — and maybe reassess — your
retirement choices. The current downturn may
require you to re-examine key retirement
choices, such as when to retire or where to
live. A tax-efficient approach to taking retirement income can play a big part in how long
your retirement assets will last. Understand
the financial implications of your desired
lifestyle and consider which choices make
sense for your personal situation.
5. Seek assistance from a financial professional. If you don’t already work with a
licensed financial professional, a trusted friend
or peer can be a good source for referrals.
Schedule a time to have a conversation with a
professional who can assist you with your
planning needs for your future retirement.
Planning for retirement now by taking the
back-to-basics approach is very important. In
a down economy we must all take a realistic
position on how different areas of our retirement are affected in order to help have a bright
financial future.
This article is not intended to provide tax
or legal advice. You should seek such advice
about your particular retirement goals and
objectives from your legal and tax advisors.
0192033-00001-00, Ed 12/28/2010, Exp
6/3/2012
Provided courtesy of Prudential. For
more information, contact Roy James,
L.U.T.C.F., a Financial Professional with
The Prudential Insurance Company of
America’s Sunshine State agency located in
Tampa, FL. Roy James’s private office is
located in St. Petersburg, Fl. He can be
reached at roy.james@prudential.com and
(727)327-4137.

Reverse Mortgages:
An Important Family Decision
BY CHARLENE CROWELL
NNPA COLUMNIST
WASHINGTON, D.C. Anyone who watches television is familiar with the
pervasive advertisements for
“reverse” mortgages.
The
pitch is compelling: If you’re
62 or older, give up your
mortgage payment and receive
a monthly payment from your
lender instead!
This arrangement sounds
good, especially to seniors
who are facing big bills for
medical treatment or major
home repairs.
However,
consumers should be aware
that reverse mortgages carry
significant risks, and this type
of mortgage is not appropriate
for everyone.
What exactly is a reverse
mortgage? This type of home
loan allows qualified seniors
to borrow against the value of
their home. Typically, the
homeowner receives cash at
the loan closing and a credit
line to withdraw regular
monthly payments for the life
of the loan.
Upon the
homeowner’s death, or at the
end of the mortgage term—
whichever comes first—full
repayment of the loan is due,
which is typically satisfied by
selling the home.
Before rushing to get this
kind of loan, older homeowners should carefully consider
whether the loan is appropriate
for their particular circum-

stances. As a rule of thumb,
reverse mortgages are most
suitable for seniors who have
acquired significant equity in a
home where they plan to
spend the rest of their life. But
even if those threshold criteria
are met, any potential reverse
mortgage
holder
should
consider these risks and
drawbacks:
• High fees. Borrower
pays significant up-front and
ongoing fees (including origination fee, third-party closing
costs, a mortgage insurance
premium,
and
monthly
servicing premiums), as well
as interest on the amount
borrowed.
• Less for heirs. For homeowners hoping to pass along
wealth to their heirs, reverse
mortgages are probably not a
good option, since these
mortgages drain home equity
instead of build it.
• Property value risk for
heirs. If the home value drops
and/or the homeowner lives
longer than expected, he or she
may owe more than the home
is worth at the end of the loan
term. Homeowners do not
have to pay back more than the
value of the home when it is
sold, but this is not the case for
heirs. Heirs who want to keep
the home have to pay back the
full amount borrowed.
• Foreclosure. Borrower
may be foreclosed upon for
failure to maintain property or
failure to pay property taxes.

Borrowers must pay taxes on
their own, and there typically
is no escrow account for taxes.
Specific terms may vary
among lenders, and be aware
that not every lender offers
reverse mortgages. Before
searching for financing, it
would be wise advice to learn
as much as possible about
these loans. If there are no
legal or accounting professionals advising an older
borrower, it may be time to
engage
these
services.
Additionally, reputable elder
advocates such as AARP can
provide detailed information.
Just as it makes sound
sense to shop for any
consumer purchase to find a
quality product at a competitive price, the same approach
would serve to inform families
as to which reverse mortgage
would make sense for their
specific circumstances. The
federal Truth-in-Lending Act
requires lenders to make a full
disclosure on the total annual
cost of loans (TALC).
Knowing a lender’s TALC
will provide consumers the
ability to comparison shop and
factually determine the better
loan.
In sum, reverse mortgages
can be a helpful tool for cashpoor and home equity-rich
older Americans. However,
they should be used only after
careful consideration of each
borrower’s circumstances and
alternative options.

Successes Unlimited Women
And Youth Business Center
Holds Law Fest Workshop
And Community Fair
S T. P E T E R S B U R G “Successes Unlimited” Women
and Youth Business Center, Inc.
will hold its annual Law Fest
Workshop & Community Fair
on Oct. 29, from 10 a.m. until 2
p.m. at St. Petersburg College
Midtown Campus, 1048 22nd
Street South. The theme for this
dynamic workshop is Learning,
G r o w i n g a n d Wo r k i n g
Together.
T h ey ar e excite d to
announce that their special
guest will be Circuit Judge J.
Thomas
McGrady,
Chief
Circuit Judge of the Sixth
Judicial Circuit. In the role of
facilitators will once again be
the Honorable Judges Michael

Andrews and James Pierce.
On hand for this event will
be a host of vendors from both
the City of St. Pete as well as
vendors from Pinellas County.
To make this event a true
LawF est wor k s h o p , T h e
Stetson School of Law along
with outstanding attorneys
from all areas of law will be
here providing one on one
counseling.
For everyone with legal
questions, the opportunity for
you to get answers will be
during this event. There will be
no charge because all of the
attorneys will be graciously
donating their time and
expertise. To make this event an

enjoyable as well as an informative one, lunch will be served.
Of course it’s free!
It is through the hard work
and dedication on the part of
“Successes Unlimited” Women
and Youth Business Center, Inc.
and our returning co-sponsors
Progress Energy, St. Petersburg
College, Foster & Foster,
Tampa Bay Rays Foundation
and Bayfront Medical Center,
that the LawFest workshop is
made possible.
For additional information
call: Momma Tee Lassiter
( 7 2 7 ) 5 6 4 - 8 5 3 4 o r D r.
Hildegarde Shirley-Jenkins
(727) 341-7158.

WE WANT TO HEAR
FROM
YOU!
Send Notices Or Information About
Future Community Events To editor@theweeklychallenger.com

Call Dianne Speights,
Independent Sales Director

727-403-0144 or 727-866-6621
www.marykay.com/speights
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BUCS
CORNER
Bucs Ready To Move On From Lopsided Loss

Raheem Morris

BY FRED GOODALL
TAMPA (AP) - It didn’t take
Raheem Morris long to
summarize what he learned
from a second look at Tampa
Bay’s embarrassing loss to the
San Francisco 49ers.
``The tape didn’t look any
better than it looked in person,’’
the Buccaneers coach said
Monday, reflecting on a 48-3
rout that stopped a three-game
winning streak and dropped the
Bucs (3-2) into second place in
the NFC South. ``There’s no
need or excuses. ... I don’t want
to take any credit from what
(the 49ers) did.’’

With division-leading New
Orleans headed to town this
week, there’s more concern
about the status of defensive
tackle Gerald McCoy and
running back LeGarette Blount
than whether playing so poorly
at San Francisco was an aberration or an indication that Tampa
Bay is not nearly as good as it
seemed before the debacle.
McCoy suffered a left ankle
injury Sunday and was
described by Morris as ``week
to week.’’
The coach’s update on
Blount’s sore left knee was
vague, too, with Morris
declining to speculate about
whether the team’s leading
rusher will be able to play
against the Saints.
``I don’t want to rule him
out. But I’m not looking at him
to do whatever,’’ the coach said
of Blount, who sat out most of
the second half at San
Francisco. ``It is what it is. It’ll

be next man up, or he’ll be
ready to go and he’ll play and
practice for us.’’
The west coast trip began a
challenging stretch of the
schedule in which the Bucs
traveled to San Francisco four
days after hosting Indianapolis
on Monday night. Now, they’ll
sandwich a pair of games
against New Orleans around a
``home’’ date against Chicago
in London, plus the bye week.
Players had the Monday off,
however they insisted Sunday
that losing big to the 49ers will
not undermine their confidence.
``I think these guys will
have a short memory,’’ center
Jeff Faine said. ``These guys
have a lot of energy, we are a
loose team, we play with a lot of
swagger, a lot of confidence and
we have fun with it. It is
supposed to be that way and it is
not going to change.’’
Blount was coming off his
first 100-yard rushing perform-

ance of the season against the
Colts. If he can’t play against
New Orleans, Earnest Graham,
Kregg Lumpkin and Allen
Bradford likely would share
carries. McCoy’s backup is
Frank Okam, although Morris
said rookie defensive end
Da’Quan Bowers could wind up
playing some inside, too.
McCoy, the third overall
pick in the 2010 draft, missed
the last four weeks of his rookie
season with a torn biceps
muscle. Although he only has
one sack this year, he’s been a
catalyst for an improved pass
rush and part of the reason
Morris was feeling better about
the run defense before the 49ers
rushed for 213 yards on Sunday.
With McCoy’s status in
doubt, the team made a couple
of moves Monday, waiving
tight end Collin Franklin and
promoting
defensive
end
George Johnson from the
practice squad to the active

roster. Devin Holland, a reserve
safety who played mostly on
special teams, was placed on
injured reserve with a back
injury.
``We’ll have to see where he
is this week. See how he can
move around on that thing,’’
Morris said of McCoy, who was
injured in the first quarter
against the 49ers when a
teammate fell on the back on his
leg.
``I’ve seen different things
come about on Thursday and
Friday,’’ the coach added. ``But
right now, I’m not real
motivated to say he’s definitely
going to play this week. But I’m
not ready to count him out,
either.’’
Morris stressed while the
Bucs clearly could have played
better on Sunday, there’s no
time to dwell on what went
wrong against the 49ers,
including two more interceptions than by Josh Freeman.

The third-year quarterback
threw six picks all of last
season. He’s already matched
that total through five games in
2011.
``He’s got to make better
decisions. ... But sometimes
when you lack the big play
(like) we’ve been lacking this
season, you start to force some
things. Sometimes he relies on
his arm too much,’’ Morris said.
``But he knows he has to protect
the football.’’
Freeman expects the team to
rebound with a solid game
against the Saints (4-1).
``We have to go back, look
ourselves in the mirror and I
wouldn’t say re-evaluate, but
we have to look at the film, get
it out of our system and move
on,’’ Freeman said. ``We know
we are a good football team.
This happens every now and
then. ... We are fine. Nobody’s
confidence is shaken.’’

Surging Lions Beat Bears 24-13 And Improve To 5-0

Calvin Johnson

By LARRY LAGE
DETROIT (AP) - Detroit
Lions fans counted down the
final seconds _ as if it was New
Year’s Eve when the franchise
finished its first Monday night
game in a decade.
The Motor City is hoping
this party doesn’t stop any time
soon.
Matthew Stafford’s second
touchdown pass put Detroit
ahead in the third quarter and
Jahvid Best’s 88-yard run later
in the period gave theLions a
double-digit lead in a 24-13 win
over the Chicago Bears.
``It was electric,’’ Stafford
said. ``Our fans came out and

did an unbelievable job.’’
The Lions did a pretty
good job, too.
Detroit (5-0) is undefeated
through five games for the first
time since 1956 _ the year
before its last NFL title.
Lions coach Jim Schwartz,
though, refused to be celebrate,
pointing to the team’s next
game on Sunday at home
against the San Francisco 49ers.
``We’ll start on San Fran in
about an hour and a half,’’
Schwartz said shortly after
midnight.
The defending NFC North
champion Bears (2-3) are off to
their worst start since 2007.
They are three games behind

Detroit and defending Super
Bowl champion Green Bay (50) in the division.
Detroit and its fans were
clearly fired up for the Monday
night game.
The Lions had their largest
crowd at Ford Field and the
67,861 fans created enough
noise to rattle the Bears into
nine false starts.
``It was unbelievable,’’
Stafford said. ``Especially early
on, some of those third downs,
you couldn’t hear yourself
think.’’
The Bears looked unnerved
at times by the raucous crowd.
Chicago committed six false
start penalties in the first half an
NFL season-high for a game,
according to STATS, LLC.
``We were going against a
loud crowd, but that isn’t an
excuse,’’ Chicago coach Lovie
Smith said. ``Pre-snap penalties
kill you.’’
Chicago quieted the fans
briefly by taking a 10-7 lead just
before halftime and seemed to
make them a little nervous by
pulling within eight points with
4:07 left to play.
Best, though, made them
roar again with a 43-yard run
that was capped by a horsecollar penalty that gave Detroit
the ball at the Chicago 22. He

ran for another first down that
took time off the clock and set
up Jason Hanson’s 31-yard kick
with 1:56 to go to seal the
victory.
The Lions got some large
gains on offense and a lot of
solid and subtle ones on
defense, holding Chicago to just
three points in the second half.
``Can’t give up the big
plays,’’ Smith said. ``Their
defense made us earn everything. We didn’t do the same.’’
Stafford lofted a pass to
Calvin Johnson for a 73-yard
score extending his NFL-record
start with nine TD catches in
five games early in the second
quarter.
Best’s 88-yard run was the
second-longest in franchise
history, trailing only Bob
Hoernschemeyer’s 96-yard run
against the New York Yankees
on Nov. 23, 1950. It was 3 yards
longer than Barry Sanders’
longest gain on the ground.
Smith was dumbfounded
that Best wasn’t touched on the
run through a hole up the middle
and past the secondary.
``Hard to swallow,’’ Smith
said. ``Jahvid Best is a good
player, but we can’t let that
happen.’’
Stafford was 19 of 26 for
219 yards with two TDs,

including the go-ahead score to
Brandon Pettigrew from 18
yards with 9:55 to go in the third
quarter. Best more than doubled
his previous career-high with
163 yards rushing on 12 carries.
Johnson finished with five
catches for 130 yards and for the
first time this season, he didn’t
score twice, but he made an
impact as usual against a team
that tried to slow him down with
double coverage.
Matt Forte ran for 116 yards
on 22 carries for the Bears.
Jay Cutler was 28 of 38 for
249 yards with a TD and no
interceptions.
``They were getting 3, 4
yards of surge every time and
that makes it hard to stay in the
pocket,’’ Cutler said.
He was sacked three times
and was hurried and hit many
more times.
``Jay was under a lot of
pressure,’’ Smith said. ``But he
kept us in it.’’
Cutler’s 9-yard pass to
Kellen Davis gave the Bears a
three-point lead late in the first
half, but it wasn’t large enough
to hold off the NFL’s first team
to come back from 20-point
deficits in consecutive weeks.
Detroit didn’t need to rally
this time, taking the lead and
making enough plays on both

sides of the ball to keep it much
to the delight of the sportscrazed fans in their state that are
buzzing about them, the Tigers
along with Michigan and
Michigan
State’s
ranked
football teams.
The Lions, who became the
NFL’s first 0-16 team just three
years ago during the league’s
worst stretch of futility since
World War II, are finally giving
their legion of followers
something to cheer about.
``Some of our guys were on
the team, so they know what the
city’s been through,’’ Best said.
``They know what this team’s
been through. I can definitely
feel the sense of how hungry the
city is.’’
NOTES: Chicago DE Julius
Peppers left briefly with a knee
injury in the first half, but
returned to the game. ``He tried
to suck it up and go back out
there,’’ Smith said. ``That’s
what you’d expect. We’ll see
how he is. Other than that, we
came out of it fine.’’ ... Lions
returner Stefan Logan was
shook up in the first half and left
the game, but returned before
halftime. ... Detroit rookie DT
Nick Fairley made his debut
two months after foot surgery.
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STATE AND NATIONAL NEWS
Tea Partiers To Counter
Wall Street Protesters

Red Ribbon Week
Features New Contest

Special To The NNPA From The Philadelphia Tribune

Students Can Win $1,000 for Their K-12 Schools
and an iPad 2 for themselves

PHILADELPHIA - A
coalition of local Tea Party
groups – under the umbrella of
the Independence Tea Party
Association – is “monitoring”
Occupy Philadelphia protestors
camped out at city hall.
“Occupy Philadelphia has
threatened to block traffic and
set up tents – all without
acquiring the proper permits.
The Tea Party condemns such
behavior,” said Teri Adams, the
association’s president, in a
statement.
Tea Partiers said they joined
together and are forming a
group
called
Liberate
Philadelphia to “unequivocally
restate their commitment to free
enterprise and the U.S.
Constitution against a potential
political force and social
movement which they say could
threaten both” adding that it
would be “closely watching”
protestors.
The Occupy Wall Street
movement, which has now
reportedly sprung up in 100
cities across the country, came
to Philadelphia last week
bringing hundreds of protestors
to Dilworth Plaza on the
western side of city hall. Their
numbers thinned from a peak of
about 1,500 at noontime
Thursday to about 300 people
milling around at about 11 a.m.
Friday.
So far, the demonstration
has remained peaceful. Police
reported no arrests or citations,
at Tribune press time on Friday.
City officials acknowledged
that the group lacked the

HAITI

continued from front page
still hollow skeleton of the devastated St. Anne church. The
place is crowded with babies,
small children, women, men,
and the elderly. It smells of
charcoal smoke, dust and
humans. Sixty hundred fifty
families live there without electricity, running water or security.
I talked with several young
women inside the camp of
shelters, most about eight feet by
eight feet made from old gray
tarps, branches, leftover wood,
and pieces of rusty tin. When it
rains, they stand up inside their
leaky shelters and wait for it to
stop. In a path in front of one
home, crisscrossed with clotheslines full of tiny children’s

DEDICATION

continued from front page
A
complete
list
of
Dedication Program participants
follows.
Visit
www.DedicatetheDream.org for

required $20 permit adding that
protest leaders have been very
cooperative.
“While they have not
secured the permit yet, they
certainly have cooperated with
the police department,” said
Mark McDonald, a spokesman
from the mayor’s office.
“We’re hoping they will soon
take the appropriate action.”
The southern end of
Dilworth Plaza looked like a
tent city Friday as protestors
settled in for what appeared to
be a protracted stay. Protestors
in Manhattan have occupied
Zuccotti Park for nearly three
weeks.
Echoing their counterparts
in New York City, local protestors said they represented 99
percent of the American people
who were struggling in the
current recession and were
venting their anger against corporations and the wealthy.
“A large part of where we
find ourselves is because of
dereliction of duty by a lot of
people - pension managers,
bankers and fund managers,”
said protestor Robert Creamer.
“Why are we seeing countries
going bankrupt? People who
are in control of multi-millions
of dollars need to be aware of
what they’re doing. Are they
co-conspirators perhaps?”
Tea Partiers had a starkly
different view.
“Their notion that Wall
Street and corporations are the
root of all evil is foreign to us,”
Rich Davis, founder of a Tea
Party group called Leaders of

American Sheepdogs. “The
recent death of Steve Jobs
should serve as a reminder of
the beneficial nature of businesses such as Apple Inc., of
which Mr. Jobs had contributed
substantially.”
Both the Occupy movement
and the Tea Party movement
give vent to what is seen as
growing political and economic
discontent, albeit from different
ends of the political spectrum.
Members of the Tea Party
want less government and have
coalesced around their opposition to President Obama.
“The federal government,
led
by
the
Obama
Administration, is stifling the
American economy with its
reckless deficit spending and
zealous over-regulation of the
private sector economy,” said
Adams. “In 2012, we plan on
electing a new president to
occupy the White House, one
who shares our convictions and
can lead our nation back to
economic prosperity.”
The Occupy movement,
which has a less articulate
focus, has called for more government regulation of the
nation’s banks and the stock
market.
“From the day Obama took
office the Republicans were out
to stop him,” said protestor John
Speer. “They didn’t want him
in office and were willing to risk
the nation to unseat him. They
haven’t put the people first, they
put unseating Obama first.
That’s the one percent who are
behind this.”

clothes, a group of women from
the grassroots women’s group
KOFAVIV told us Oxfam used
to help administer the camp but
quit in May. When Oxfam left,
the company that had been
emptying the port-o-lets stopped
getting paid and abandoned the
toilets. Some people padlocked
them and now charge a couple of
cents to use the toilets, money
most residents don’t have. There
is no work to earn the money to
pay for toilets. The Red Cross
has just visited the camp that
morning, telling them they
would be evicted Oct. 17. Where
will they go, we ask? We have
no idea they told us. Jesus will
provide, they told us.
Where has the money raised
for Haiti gone? What about the
Red Cross? What about the US

government? What about the
money raised in France, Canada
and across the world? What
about the pledges to the UN?
Where is the money? The people
of Haiti continue to be plagued
by the earthquake of more than
20 months ago. They are our
sisters and brothers. They
deserve answers. They deserve
help.
Bill Quigley is a law
professor and human rights
lawyer at Loyola University
New Orleans and with the
Center
for
Constitutional
Rights. He volunteers with the
Institute for Justice and
Democracy in Haiti and the
Bureaux des Advocats in Port au
Prince. You can reach him at
quigley77@gmail.com

the most up-to-date information
about the Dedication. The
General Motors Foundation and
Chevrolet will serve as
Dedication
Chair
and
Dedication Co-Chair is The
Tommy Hilfiger Corporate
Foundation. Dedication Vice

Chairs include Aetna, Boeing,
BP, Coca-Cola, Delta Air Lines,
GE, MacFarlane Partners,
McDonald’s,
Salamander
Hotels, Travelers, Wal-Mart
Stores,
and
Zoilëmax
Foundation.

WE WELCOME
YOUR LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

WASHINGTON, D.C. The 26th annual Red Ribbon
Week features a new national
contest this year: "It's Up to
Me to Be Drug Free." Winners
will receive $1,000 for their K12 schools and an iPad 2 for
themselves, from The National
Family
Partnership
and
Informed Families/The Florida
Family Partnership.
"As
schools
across
America celebrate Red Ribbon
Week with this new contest,
students will take the message
home," said Peggy Sapp, NFP's
volunteer president and CEO
of Informed Families. "By decorating their homes together,
families carry the message to
their
communities."
Recognized as the nation's
oldest and largest drug prevention campaign, Red Ribbon
Week reaches more than 80
million people nationwide
every year from Oct. 23-31.
How the contest works:

Students (K-12) can enter from
now through Oct. 31 by decorating their homes together
with their parents - mailboxes,
front doors or fences. Parents
(18 or older) can upload photos
to www.redribbon.org/enter or
www.facebook.com/RedRibbo
nWeek. Then friends and
family can vote for their entry
from Nov. 1-15. (In Florida,
the contest is sponsored by
Informed Families/The Florida
Family Partnership, and the
contest
links
are
www.informedfamilies.org/co
ntest and www.facebook.com/
informedfamilies).
The entries with the most
votes will win.
Two new online resources
from NFP debuting this year
are www.redribbon.org and
www.facebook.com/redribbonweek, providing valuable
tools for families, and showcasing schools, organizations
and individuals supporting Red

Ribbon Week.
The
U.S.
Substance
Abuse and Mental Health
Services
Administration
(SAMHSA) is co-sponsoring
this year's national contest.
"SAMHSA is honored to
have been part of this effort
for many years, and we hope
together we will continue to
help prevent substance abuse
within our families, schools
and
communities,"
said
Frances
Harding,
SAMHSA's Director of the
Center for Substance Abuse
Prevention." The U.S. Drug
Enforcement Agency has
also supported the campaign
since its very beginnings:
"Wear the Red Ribbon to
show you care about having
a healthy body and a clear
mind free of drugs," said
Michele M. Leonhart, DEA
Administrator. "Take the
pledge, because it's up to you
and me to be drug free!"

NAACP Saddened
By The Loss Of Civil Rights
Activist Derrick Bell
Civil Rights Advocate Broke Down Walls in Legal Education and
Exposed Racism in Our Justice System
BALTIMORE, MD – The
NAACP mourns the loss of
Derrick Bell, a renowned civil
rights activist and legal
scholar. He passed away in
Manhattan Oct. 5, at age 80.
“Derrick Bell’s passing is a
tremendous loss for the
NAACP and civil rights
activists around the world,”
stated Roslyn M. Brock,
Chairman of the NAACP’s
Board of Directors. “Mr. Bell
always took a stand for
equality and justice and has
served as an inspiration to us
all.”
Born November 6, 1930,
Derrick Albert Bell Jr. became

a pioneer for civil rights when
he resigned his post with the
Civil Rights Division of the
Justice Department after he
was asked to terminate his
membership with the NAACP.
Following his departure from
the Justice Department, Bell
served as associate counsel at
the NAACP Legal Defense
Fund, where he fought to end
segregation
in
southern
schools. Mr. Bell later went
on to become a distinguished
author and legal scholar.
"We are deeply saddened
by this news," stated NAACP
President and CEO Benjamin
Todd Jealous. "Through his

work as a legal scholar, author,
and educator, Derrick Bell
helped expose the world to the
civil rights movement and the
racism in our legal system.”
Bell joined the faculty of
Harvard in 1969 and taught a
groundbreaking course in civil
rights law. In 1971, he became
the first tenured black
professor at Harvard Law
School. Bell later went on to
the University of Oregon
School of Law where he
became the first African
American dean at a non-black
law school.

Florida Students
Pledge To Recycle
TALLAHASSEE
In
recognition
of
America
Recycles Day on Nov. 15,
Florida students are promising
to protect Florida’s environment
by committing to recycling as
part of the eighth annual Florida
K-12 Schools Recycling Pledge
Card Contest.
The contest, announced by
the Florida Department of
Environmental
Protection
(DEP), Recycle Florida Today,
Publix Super Markets and
Creative Recycling Systems,
Inc., is designed to reward the
three Florida schools that
submit the greatest number of
pledges per capita. By participating in the contest, schools are
encouraging recycling and
competing for a chance to win a
refurbished computer.
“By starting at a young age
and getting involved in
recycling, students can play a
major role in helping Florida
achieve its recycling goal of 75

percent by the year 2020,” said
DEP’s Director of Waste
Management Jorge Caspary.
“This
contest
encourages
Florida’s youth to take personal
responsibility to manage waste
and demonstrate environmental
stewardship at school and at
home.”
Florida’s
75
percent
recycling goal for counties by
2020 is the highest recycling
goal of any state in the nation.
DEP encourages the public to
assist in reaching this monumental goal by increasing
recycling efforts and educating
others.
By completing the pledge
cards, students and residents
agree to:
Renew their personal commitment to recycling, and
increase their recycling efforts
at home, school and work.
Encourage others to recycle
by serving as a recycling
example in their neighborhoods.

Find out what materials they
can and cannot recycle in their
community.
Tell five friends that
recycling is the easiest way to
save resources.
Agree to participate in an
additional recycling related
effort.
The three schools with the
highest number of pledges per
capita will receive a gently used
desktop computer, including a
monitor, courtesy of Creative
Recycling Systems, Inc. In
addition, each individual who
fills out a pledge card will be
entered into a statewide drawing
for either a $100 gift card,
courtesy of Recycle Florida
Today, or one of three $50 gift
cards donated by Publix Super
Markets.
In 2010, more than 9,000
Floridians took the pledge to
recycle and buy more recycled
products through this campaign.
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 894-4311

First Baptist Institutional Church

Email: info@mzprogressive.org Website: www.mzprogressive.org

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-323-7518

Sunday Worship Services .............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mid-Day Bible Study..........................Noon - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service.................................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study .....................................................6:30 p.m.
Youth Chapel Services - 921 20th Street South
2nd & 4th Sunday Worship Services ................................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer ............................................................6:00 p.m.
Bible Study ........................................................................6:30 p.m.
Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.

Mission Statement:

Tuesday Night Live - Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Come Worship With the First Baptist Family

If you are brokenhearted in spirit, unable to forgive, dealing with issues
of love, anger, deception, betrayal, lied and cheated, and kicked to the curb. Tune into this weekly
broadcast for an empowering and anointed word thru God’s Radio Angel and messenger.

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-1373

Early Morning Worship ................................................7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ................................................................9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship .........................................................11:00 a.m.

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting ................7:00 p.m.
Rev. Norris L.
Martin Sr. - Pastor

Princess Denise Wright
Radio Host /
TV Personality

Friday Prayer Meeting ................................................11:00 a.m.

REV. DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON,
PASTOR

Need Prayer: Call Matters of the Heart Unity Prayer Line ( Mon-Wed-Fri)
5:30 AM- 6:30 AM (ph# 1-641-715-3200) access code: 135478 ( hit # sign)
Sunday Radio Broadcast: WNQM-1300AM ( Nashville, TN. ) 11:45 AM - 12:00 PM
Live streaming audio ( www.wwcr.com) click WNQM
Thursday Nights: 9:15 PM - 9:30 PM ( EST)
Universal Christian Radio: www.universalchristianradio.com
Saturdays: 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM ( EST) Matters of the Heart Radio & Connecting Point
Ministries, Pastor Kisha Jordan, Radio Ministry Jackie Mc Gee
( Love, Joy, Peace & Holy Spirit Radio Ministry)

Email: princessdenise.8818@yahoo.com•727-289-2475 (bus)
www.mattersoftheheartministry.org

“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

“Create in me a clean heart, O God, and renew a right spirit within me.” Psalms 51:10

First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-8708
Sunday Worship Services . . . .8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) . . . . . . . . . . . . .6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) . . . . . . . .4:00 p.m.
Rev. Wallace Elliott Sr. - Pastor

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Victory Christian Center Church

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.victorychristiancenterchurch.com

GENESIS
WORSHIP
CENTER
CHURCH
Pastor Michael T. and
Elect Lady Sheila Culbreth

1818 29th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship
11:30 a.m.

MOUNT PILGRIM MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
4000 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711 Phone: (727) 321-7375
“Returning God’s People to the Word of God”

Pastor Clark
Hazley, Sr.

Claude S. Williams, Pastor

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more information about the
other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911
*Nursery and Youth Services Available

(727) 898-9407
Sunday School...............................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .......................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study.....7:30 p.m.

Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

The church where
what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

Friendship

Sunday................7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m. Worship
Sunday School. ..............................................9:30 a.m.

Wednesday.....................Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 p.m. Prayer and Bible Study

Thursday..........7 p.m. Youth Enrichment - Awana

Prayer Tower Church of God in Christ

Wednesday

Prayer Service – 7:30 p.m.

Thursday

Bible Study (for all ages) – 7:30 p.m.

727-258-4993
www.ufcfbaptistchurch.org

Wednesday Night Bible Study ......................7:00 p.m.
Sunday School ............................................. 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service .............................11:00 a.m.

Living, Teaching and Preaching the True Gospel
of Jesus Christ, to Save Lost Souls. Come join in with us.

20th Street
Church Of Christ
Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

“Serving and Saving
“Helping and
Healing”

“Inspiring and
Instructing”
“Praying and
Praising”

825 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Home: 896-8006
Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Worship .................................7:45 a.m.
Sunday Morning Bible Class.............................9:20 a.m.
Sunday Morning Second Worship..................10:40 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ...............................7:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class ............................7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Morning Bible Class ....................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .............................7:00 p.m.

SAVED BY GRACE ALONE!
Southside Tabernacle Baptist Church
3647 18th Avenue South (327-9711)

SERVICES

Morning Prayer – 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.

4116 34th Street South
Pinch A Penny Plaza
St. Petersburg, Florida 33711

HAS GOD CHOSEN YOU?

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

Tuesday

Pastor Minister Tyrone Ford
and 1st Lady Kadell Ford

Wednesday Evening Prayer ........6:30 p.m.

3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
www.fmbctheship.org

Sunday School – 10:30 a.m.
A. M. Service – 11:30 a.m.
YPWW (1st & 3rd Sunday) – 5:30 p.m.
P.M. Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) – 6:30 p.m.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 p.m.

Freewill Baptist Church

207 - 10th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Missionary Baptist Church

Sunday

United for Christ

10th Street Church Of God

Sunday School....................................9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Sunday General Worship ......................................11:00 a.m.
Communion .......................................................First Sunday
Sunday New Member Orientation..........................9:30 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting .................7:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study.......................7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday Youth Bible Study ............7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday Tutoring ............................6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Mission Statement
Having been led, as we believe, by the Spirit of God to receive the Lord Jesus Christ as
our Savior; and on the profession of our faith. We the people of God returning to God’s
Word, proclaiming, God’s Will in provoking His love among one another.

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

Visit
Us!

SSTBC.org (website)
WRXB (1590 AM) - Sundays, 11 AM
Sunday Worship - 9:30 AM • Southside Institute of Biblical Studies - Wed. 7:30 PM

Bible Conference - October 9-12, 2011

Rev. Richard
Jackson and
Rev. Henry Payne
Co-Pastors
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services

Church School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

OF

JESUS MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Church School: .....................................9:15 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
Devotion: ............................................10:00 a.m. – 10:20 a.m.
Praise and Worship: ............................10:20 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: .......................................10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer each Monday ...............................12:00 Noon
Bible Study each Tuesday: .......................................6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015
THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. Brian K. Brown

By The Word of Faith Church Inc.
558 28th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-328-0788 • Fax: 727-328-8460

Service Times and Schedules
EVERY TUESDAY-THURSDAY FROM 10 AM - 2 PM
COME AND GET A BAG OF FOOD ONCE A MONTH

Bishop Willie C. Sands
Evangelist Patricia Sands

THE ROCK

Wednesday Night 7:00 p.m. Empowerment Service
3rd and 4th Sunday 9:00 a.m. New Members Class
Sunday Morning 9:00 Sunday School
Sunday Morning Service 10:00
Nursery Available and Children Ministry!!!

Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Tuesday and Friday
9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com Web site: www.bmmbc.org

Sunday Worship Service.........10:15 a.m.
Sunday School ..........................9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday) ......7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday).........7:00 p.m.

“God’s House In The City”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston, Pastor

CHURCH NEWS
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church
BethelMetropolitan
Missionary Baptist Church,
“God’s House in the City,”
under the leadership of Dr.
Rickey L. Houston extends an
invitation to the community to
join us as we declare the living
Word of God. Join us at 9 a.m.
for Sunday School and at 10:15
a.m. worship service. Bible
Study and Teen Summit/
Children Rising are held
Wednesday evening, at 7.

We are committed to a
Christ-centered, Peoplecentered, Team-centered and
Bible-based ministry; with priorities focused on love, forgiveness, unity, peace and growth.
We celebrate in worship, we
care for one another, we
cultivate the fullest spiritual life
possible both individually and
corporately; and we communicate God’s truth at every opportunity. Living out these princi-

ples results in a kaleidoscope of
ministries for all ages and
interests. We also encourage the
community to make use of our
Prayer Line 727-321-9645.
“Driven by God’s
Faithfulness: His will Done
on Earth as in Heaven in
2011” Matthew 6:10
The church email address is
bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.bmmbc.org

Prayer Tower Church of God in Christ
Organization: Prayer Tower
Tutorial Program of Excellence,
1137 37th Street South, St
Petersburg, FL 33711.

Tutoring, M o n d ay an d
Wednesday from 5:30 -7 p.m.
we ekly. C o n t act Darl i n a
Herring by email: darlinaher-

ri n g @v eri zo n . n et o r cal l
727-418-5908.
The focus is math and the
cost is FREE.

Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church
“ Impact the w orld by
equipping believers to reach the
lost with the gospel of Jesus
Christ.”
“A Legacy Established.” In
celebration of our 83rd Church
Anniversary, we invite the
community to attend our 10 a.m.
S u n d ay, O ct. 23 worship
service. Rev. Joseph Gordon,
Em e ritus , Pleas ant C ha pe l
Baptist Church, will deliver
God’s Word. Come and be
blessed!
Also, in conjunction with our
anniversary, our Music and Arts
Ministry will host a weekend of

“Celebrating the Arts”:
7 p.m. Friday, Oct. 21: Lift
Every Voice and Sing (adult
choirs, praise teams and
ensembles)
6 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 22:
Pure Expressions (children and
youth choirs, mime and dance
ministries)
4 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 23:
Kingdom Men (men choirs,
quartets and ensembles)
Churches desiring to be part
of any of these events should
call: Min. Kevin Parrott at
727-894-4311 , ex t . 2 7 5 .
Registration Deadline: Friday,

October 14.
Oktoberfest: We’ll again
offer a Christian alternative to
traditional Halloween festivities, 6-9 p.m. Monday, Oct. 31.
Bring your kids to the
Wildwood Recreation Center,
1000 28th Street South (St.
Petersburg). We’ll provide a
wholesome atmosphere with
snacks, beverages, games,
prizes and fun!
Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church,
955 20th St. S. Phone: 727-8944311. www.mzprogressive.org.

Elim Seventh-Day Adventist
Church and School
RADIO MINISTRY
Tune in to our Sunday
morning Radio Broadcast,
every Sunday from 10-10:30
a.m. on Praise 1590 AM
WRXB. Join Pastor Jim R.
Davis for a spirit-filled time of
refreshing.
FOOD DISTRIBUTION
Every Tuesday morning
between 10 a.m. and 12 p.m.,
we distribute free food items to
the community. All are
welcomed, while supplies last.

No income verification is
needed, and no one is turned
away while there is food.
HOT LUNCH
Every Saturday afternoon
(between 1 and 2:30), a Free
Hot Lunch is served at the
Church facility. There are no
restrictions as to who may
come; the food is free to all who
have needs.
CLOTHING DISTRIBUTION – BY APPOINTMENT
Some clothing is available to

members of the community who
are in need of supplies. If you
are interested, call the church at
727-327-2374 and leave your
contact information, or you may
simply visit the church
Saturdays, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. We
also take donations of food,
clothing, and financial contributions.
Thank you for assisting
needy families in our Tampa
Bay community.

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church
St. Mark Culminates Its 80th Anniversary Celebration
The St. Mark Missionary
Baptist Church culminates the
celebration of its 80th church
anniversary with services held
nightly Oct. 12-14 beginning at
7 and the finale on Sunday Oct.
16 at 4 p.m. The Theme for the
church’s
anniversary
is
“Honoring the Past, Building the
Future” (Scripture: Hebrews: 1:
1-2).
Events for the Month of
October 2011
St,
Mark Anniversary
Schedule: Oct. 13 - Rev. John
Evans, Friendship M. B.
Church-7 p.m.; Oct. 14 - Rev.
Jimmy L. Downing New
Jerusalem, Lakeland, FL-7 p.m.;
Oct. 16 - Anniversary Finale at 4
p.m., Rev.
Wayne
G.
Thompson,
First
Baptist
Institutional
Oct. 19 - Church outing at

New Mr. Sinai at 7 p.m.
Oct. 21 - Church Women
United Meeting at St. Mark at 10
a.m.
Oct. 26-29 - Congress No. 2
Hosted by Southside Tabernacle
Oct. 30 - Mission EmphasisJunior Women Clothes to Kids
Outing
at
New
Congregational Church at 3 p.m.
Also at St. Mark …
Sunday School is held for
both children and adults of all
ages. Sunday School starts each
Sunday at 9:30 a.m. All are
invited to come out and join us.
Baptist Training Union is
each Sunday at 5 p.m. Members
and the general public are invited
to study the Bible with us and
learn “What Baptist Believe.”
Children and Youth Ministry
Meetings are held every
Monday at 6 p.m. Children in

the community are welcome to
join us.
Young Adult Ministry every
Monday from 6:30 p.m. (Bible
Study).
Sunday School Teachers’
Meeting is held every Tuesday
at 7 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power Bible
Study is held every Thursday at
9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Study every Thursday at
7 p.m.
St. Mark Computer Lab and
Computer Class Hours:
Computer Lab Hours:
Tuesday and Thursday only
(4-6 p.m.) Saturday Mornings
10 a.m. -12 p.m.
Computer Class Hours:
Tuesday and Thursday
only 6-7 p.m. Saturday
Mornings 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
“The Ship – One Lord, One
Faith, One Baptism, One Church.”
Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church is a family of believers in
Christ, reaching out to the world,
preaching the gospel to the unsaved
and teaching the saved to serve by
demonstrating the love of Christ.
MARK
YOUR
CALENDAR! FMBC Music
Ministry will be hosting The Role
of The Choir in Worship:
“Rediscovering the music message
and messenger with purpose,”
Choir workshop and orientation –
Thursday, Oct. 12, from 7 – 9:15
p.m. and Saturday, Oct. 15, from 9
a.m. – 2 p.m. Please contact
Jeremy Jackson, Interim Minister
of Music: 727-906-8300.
The 2011 Pastor’s Anniversary
Committee will be sponsoring
Pancakes with Princess Prayer

Breakfast on Saturday, Oct. 22,
beginning at 8 a.m. Please contact
Sister G. Peelar for further information: 727-864-4438.
How would you like to be a
part of an enthusiastic ministry that
loves making joyful noises unto the
Lord? The Employee Relations
Ministry of FMBC, Inc. is now
accepting applications for the
Assistant
Minister
of
Music/Organist. Interested? You
might be the person we are on the
lookout for. But that’s not all. You
need to posses the ability to read
music, musically trained or hold a
degree in music (preferred). Please
contact FBMC Office if interested:
727-906-8300.
Have you found the key? If
you’re looking for the key to
happiness or heaven, you’ll find it
through Jesus Christ. Dr. John A.

Evans, Sr., and Friendship
welcome you to our open doors.
Friendships’ Morning Services
start at 7:45 and 10:45 Sunday
School begins at 9:30 a.m.
Prayer still works for the glory
of God. Come join us each
Wednesday for Noonday Bible
Study or each Wednesday night at
7, Dr. John A. Evans, Sr.,
Facilitator.
The Youth Enrichment - Awana
curriculum convenes on Thursday
nights, at 7. First Lady Teresa
Evans, director of Youth Ministry.
God Bless You – The Ship!
Friendship is located at 3300
31st St. S., St. Petersburg, FL
33712. Our telephone number:
727-906-8300. Don’t forget to visit
our
website:
www.fmbctheship.org.
God Bless You – The Ship!

New Mount Olive Primitive Baptist Church
New Mount Olive Primitive
Baptist Church, 3001 18th Ave.
S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712.
The Senior Women Mission
Ministry of New Mount Olive
Primitive Baptist Church will
celebrate its annual program on
Sunday, October 16th at 4:00
P.M.
The community is

cordially invited to come enjoy
Jesus with us, and assist in
making this a tremendous
success. The Dynamic speaker
for this occasion is Mother Ella
Haynes of New Pleasant Grove
Missionary Baptist Church. The
theme for this event is "Going
with Jesus in His Works." The

thematic scripture is found in St.
Matthew 9:35-38. Everyone is
invited to please come out and
fellowship with us as we
continue to grow people with a
passion for God's principles.
If there are questions, please
call me (Janie Williams)at 727
327-4667.
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